Line 21 p. 562 should read Fp(x) = Qp(x) X (xp -ax) + Ax. Equation (9) p. 562 should read
In the expression line 9 p. 563 the last term should be A^x.
Equation (17) p. 564 should read
Line 8 from below p. 574 should read Bp\x) X Bp(x) = x (mod Ap(x)).
In line 2 from below p. 575 the last term is Ap"Bp(x)Aprl XAp\x).
Line 18 p. 576 read xT-u?~lx.
Line 12 p. 580 read Fp(x) =xpXGp(x).
* These Transactions, vol. 35 (1933) , pp. 559-584.
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